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Introduction > > 
This extraordinary exhibition is a refreshing highlight on painting 

assignments by Chin Kee (1929-2012), one of the students who trained under 

Chao Shao-an (1905-1998) (Pie. 1) through correspondence. Chao Shao-an 

was an eminent artist of the Lingnan School of Painting as well as a dedicated 

and visionary educator. He founded the Lingnan Art Studio in Guangzhou in 

1930 and continued to train art students after settling in Hong Kong in 1948. 
He also held exhibitions, lectured and gave painting demonstrations in Southeast 

Asia, Europe and the United States, sparing no effort to promote painting of the 

Lingnan School (Pie. 2). A painting master for numerous students, he trained 

young artists in many parts of the world for more than 60 years. He promoted 

Lingnan art not only by pioneering a progressive painting style but also by 

popularising the Lingnan School to make it one of the most influential stylistic 

schools of Chinese art of the 20th-century, thus leaving an important chapter in 

the history of Chinese painting. 

1. Chao Shao-an 

2. Chao Shao-an held a solo exhibition in 
Kuala Lumpur in 1952. 

3. ChinKee 



Correspondence 
Course > 

4. Letter from Chin Kee to Dr Susan Ho Fung-lin, also student of Chao Shao-an, 
mentioning the correspondence course. 

Today, distance learning has become popular and commonplace, but can you 

imagine how Chao Shao-an instructed overseas students to master the art of the 

Lingnan School of Painting, and how he passed on his painting methods and skills 

across the miles more than half a century ago? This exhibition will help you see the 

actual exchange between the teacher Chao and the student Chin. 

In 1958, the Chinese painter Chin Kee (Pie. 3 ), living in what is now Malaysia, 

obtained Chao Shao-an's address from Bok Chen, a Hong Kong painter he had met 

by chance in Malaysia. Chin held great admiration for Chao's artistic endowment, he 

successfully contacted Chao and became his student by enrolling in a correspondence 

course offered by the artist (Pie. 4). The distance learning course began with Chao 

sending demonstration drafts to Chin by post. Chin would follow closely in his 

copies, write down notes and questions he had on the copied works and then return 

them to Chao for review and correction. After reviewing Chin's work, Chao would 

send them back to Malaysia along with a new painting. The correspondence between 

the two shows that Chao instructed Chin in techniques including brush movement, 

ink application and colouring by way of notes and illustrations. He also purchased 

painting tools, paper and pigments for Chin. Tuition fees were paid regularly by bank 

deposit. The course lasted about four years, but lessons were interrupted for more 

than a year when Chao went to the United States to lecture in 1960. In 1961, Chin 

Kee finally completed the course and was issued a certificate of graduation by the 

Lingnan Art Studio (Pie. 5). 



Chin stayed in contact with his teacher after 1961, as evidenced by his works 

completed between 1962 and 1964 (Pie. 6). He never forgot his mentor's warm and 

attentive guidance, and treasured every draft painting they exchanged. He kept these 

works for decades and eventually donated the collection to the Hong Kong Heritage 

Museum, allowing later artists to learn from Chao's teaching insights preserved in 

these priceless materials. 

Chao Shao-an had made industrious efforts to train Chin, who was also 

determined and motivated to learn. As a result, Chin became an acclaimed 

representative figure of the Sarawak art circle in Malaysia (Pie. 7) and contributed to 

the Lingnan School's advancement in Southeast Asia. 

5. Chin Kee's certificate of graduation issued by the 
Lingnan Art Studio. 
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6. Lohan by Chin Kee 

7. Chin Kee became a prominent 
artist in Sarawak. 

Pies. 3, 7 Courtesy of Mr Hoan Kee-huang 

Pie. 4 Courtesy of Dr Susan Ho Fung-lin 



Egret 



Flowers 
andBirds > > 

Bird-and-flower paintings are at the core of the Lingnan School of Painting. 

Chao Shao-an's flowers and birds are lifelike and full of natural charm. Most paintings 

that Chao sent to Chin during the correspondence course were in the bird-and

flower genre. Chao emphasised observing nature and specifying accurate portrayals 

of bird forms and features. In particular, the eyes and fleeting movements of birds 

were the key to expressive interpretation. This engaging sense of life was illustrated 

with brushwork and colour. In Maple and leiothrix, we can see that Chao gave very 

detailed introduction on the names of bird and plant, as well as painting techniques, 

such as brushwork and colouring steps. In Grapes and sparrow and in Egret, he stated 

that various parts of a bird must be appropriately proportioned. For example, "The 

beak of a sparrow should not be too long; the chest should be painted with white 

powder, ochre and ink; avoid excessively dark shades for the feet." Chao also added 

reference drawings for the bird's wing structure to the Egret draft. In Chicken, Chao 

instructed Chin to represent the fluffy feathers of the chicks with thick and moist 

ink, sharing an important point of note with just a few words. 
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Maple and leiothrix 
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Chao<< 
Make as few retouching 

as possible when painting 
birds and insects. Flexible 

brushstrokes are enough to 
make them lively. 

When painting flowers, Chao focused on capturing their features. For Chin's 

Magnolia and butterfly, he elaborated on the forms of the petal, ovary and pistil with 

illustrations. Proficient in the mogu technique of using diffused ink with no outline, 

Chao represented the flower's profile, light and shade, as well as its texture, with just 

a few strokes. Comparable to Chao's own works, Chin's Camellia, Purple magnolia 
and Begonia reflect Chao's theory that "without training in sketching, it is difficult to 

depict the petal with a single stroke." Apparently, copying and sketching from nature 

should go hand in glove. 

In addition to teaching the art of painting, Chao Shao-an suggested his 

students familiarise themselves with the knowledge of plants, birds and animals. 

For this reason, he purchased Guangqun Fangpu, an ancient Chinese encyclopaedia 

on plants, for Chin Kee to enrich his botanical knowledge. Chao often praised and 

encouraged his students. For instance, for Bird on the green bamboo, he praised Chin 

for his excellent portrayal of the bird. He opined that when drawing birds, plants or 

insects, one should make as few retouching as possible. Instead, one should capture 

the spirit of the subjects with different brushstrokes. 
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Chao<< 
You should first add 
mineral green, then 

mineral blue. 

Insects >> 

Chao Shao-an was adept at portraying plants and insects, expressing both 

form and spirit vividly with only a few strokes. Chao's flower paintings are often 

adorned with plants and insects, which add vitality as well as charm to the tableau. 

In addition to cicadas, dragonflies, bees and butterflies, he also introduced other 

small creatures never before seen in Chinese painting, such as beetles, snails and 

caterpillars. Chao's portrayal of insects can be generalised into three steps: starting 

with the head, then the abdomen and finally the feet and antennae. Take Ixora as 

an example, Chao Shao-an explained to Chin Kee the detailed anatomy of insects 

and the order of brushwork. 

Painting insects with vivid colours makes them look lively. One example is 

Ginkgo tree and beetle on which Chao annotated that beetles should be coloured 

with mineral green and mineral blue. Chao Shao-an attached great importance 

to the control of moisture and the moment to set brush on paper. In Iris and 
dragonfly, he pointed out that the wings should be drawn before the insect's 

body was dry so as to create a sense of connection with dissolving colour. As for 

brush movement, he indicated in Butterflies that there was significant difference 

between the feet and antennae of insects. Feet should be robust while light 

brushstrokes should be used for antennae. Such a combination would make the 

insects vivid in both form and spirit. All these were insights into painting gained 

over years of art pursuit. By sharing them in simple words, Chao helped learners 

grasp the essentials and improve their skills. 



Ginkgo tree and beetle 

Ixora 
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Iris and dragonfly 



Fruit 
and Vegetables > > 

Drawing inspiration from everyday life is a key trait of the Lingnan School. 

Common fruit and vegetables are excellent painting subjects, such as lychee, 

the famous Lingnan fruit. Chao Shao-an's lychees are very lifelike. Given the 

sophisticated brushwork and colouring, he gave guidance on the painting steps: stain 

the background with vermilion and yellow; add grass green in blanks in the centre; 

then draw circles with dark carmine. This approach makes the lychees more colourful 

and three-dimensional. Chao Shao-an also added an illustration to Chin Kee's draft, 

explaining in detail the method for depicting the fruit and leaves. 

Given the widely varied textures of fruit and vegetables, different brushes of 

specific properties should be used as required. For instance, bamboo shoots should be 

drawn with a mountain horse fur brush and never with a bristle paint brush. When 

using a goat-hair brush to draw bamboo shoot bodies, switch to a mountain horse fur 

brush for the tips to make sharp lines. Lingnan School artists are most skillful in using 

this Japanese-made stiff-hair brush which is flexible and lends itself well to drawing 

coarse texture. Its performance is unrivalled by any other brush. When portraying 

persimmons, a large soft-hair brush is the best tool. Soft and highly absorbent, it is 

ideal for drawing a persimmon in one round stroke. 

Corn is a difficult subject because it has complicated form, grain and texture, 

and there are very few historical works for reference. Chao Shao-an probably worked 

out the brushwork and colouring methods by himself In particular, he instructed 

his student to add white powder highlights on the corn kernels so they would appear 

plump and three-dimensional. Corn leaves should be painted with a big brush instead 

of bristle brush. This is because lines drawn with a bristle paint brush are too straight 

and flat, resulting in a rigid appearance among plants, except for bamboo stems. 

Despite their ordinariness, fruit and vegetables are definitely hard to vividly depict. 

Versatile brushwork is required to create lifelike impressions. 
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Lychee 



Chin>> 
Teacher, please tell me 

how to paint and colour 
lychee leaves. 

Chao<< 
For the lychee leaves, mix 
grass green with vermilion 
and yellow, and add a little 

ink and red on the brush tip. 

Persimmon and mantis 



Chao 
Figure with beard normally gives 
a fierce impression, but religious 
figures should express kindness.  
So pay attention when painting 

the eyes. Make them slightly 
long and bleary. 



Tiger 



PProrodduuccttioion Tn Team eam 

MMususeueum Dm Diirrecectotorr

 F Fioionne LOe LO  

EEddiittooriarial anl and Exd Exhihibibittioion Mn Mananaaggeemmeenntt 

RRaaymymoonnd Td TANGANG MMaaria Lria LAAMM 

MicMichheelllle Le LAAUU CCaarrmmeen Ln LEEUUNGNG 

TTaammmmy Ty TANGANG DDaawwn Ln LEEUUNGNG 

GiGinnnny Ty TSSANGANG BBoonnnie Lnie LAAUU 

ExExhihibibittioion ann and Pd Puublblicicaattioion Dn Desiesigngn 

CCaatthheeririnne FUe FUNGNG CCoonnnie LOKnie LOK 

CChlhlooe Le LEEEE CCaarrmmeen Cn CHHANAN 




